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Brief Introduction



 A powerful data analysis and publication-quality graphing software,

developed by OriginLab Corp.

 Key Features: (1) Easy-to-use graphical interface. (2) Using built-

in or user-defined “Templates”, one can easily customize and

automate data import, analysis, graphing and reporting tasks. (3)

Batch plotting and analysis operations are also supported.

 Latest Version: Origin(Pro) 2021

 Official Website：http://www.originlab.com/

Introduction



Origin and OriginPro

https://www.originlab.com/Origin



Homepage of USTC- Information Portal- Legitimate Software



Instructions



Interface and Windows

Project Explorer

Main Menu

Toolbars

Workspace

Apps

Object Manager

Start Menu
Windows: Workbook, Graph, Matrix, Notes, Layout, etc.



App Center



Start Menu (F1)

Start Menu (F1)

 Search for relevant Menu 

entries, Apps, FAQs, 

Videos, and else by 

Keywords

 Click the red Origin icon 

or press F1 to open it.



Learning Center

Quick access to 

examples & resources

 Graph Samples & 

Analysis Samples

 Learning Resources 

(tutorials, videos, blog, 

etc.)

 Transfer User Files

Menu: Help-Learning 

Center or press F11



Scientific Graphing 



Graphic Requirements for Academic Journals

Scientific Graphing:



Bitmap image

The information of the image is stored in a grid of 

pixels.

Photographs, optical microscopy, and SEM, TEM, and 

AFM images.

File formats: TIFF, PNG, JPG, BMP, et al.

Vector graphics image

The information of the image is stored as a set of 

geometrical primitives, including points, lines, 

curves, and polygons.

Plots, graphs, chemical structures and reaction 
schemes, diagrams, and schematics.

File formats: EPS, PDF, PS, WMF, et al.

Type of Images

Example of bitmap image at original size and enlarged 

300%

Example of vector graphics image at original size and 

enlarged 300%



Graphic Requirements 



Graphic Requirements 

《ADVANCED MATERIALS》

 Acceptable Formats：TIFF, EPS, DOCX, PDF, WMF, XLSX, PPTX, JPG, PNG, et al.

 File Type：

Bitmap images（ e.g. photographs, electron microscope images）should be submitted as TIFF or PNG

files.

Vector graphics images（e.g. plots, line diagrams） should either be embedded into a Microsoft Word

document or saved as a PDF, PS, or EPS file. If it can only be saved as a bitmap file, then it will need to be 

an extremely high-resolution  (at least 1200 dpi) TIFF file.

 Image Size：

Bitmap images: one-column images (300 dpi x 3.35 in), two-column images (300 dpi x 7.01 in).

Vector graphics images saved as bitmap images: one-column images (1200 dpi x 3.35 in), two-column 

images (1200 dpi x 7.01 in).

 Other Settings：line width, plot symbol size, font size, etc.



Basic Graphing - Data Importing

Scientific Graphing:



Workbook

Plot Designation（X, 
Y, Z, Er, Label, etc.）

Column 
Short Name

Sheet Name

Data Rows

Column 
Label Rows
(optional)

Workbook name

A+B



Matrix Book

Z Values

Matrix 
Window 

Menu
Columns mapped to 

linearly spaced X values

Rows 
mapped 

to linearly 
spaced Y 

values



① ASCII Files：ASCII files are generic format files that can be read or produced by most 

applications. There are three common ASCII data formats: .DAT, .CSV, and .TXT. Delimiters 

such as Spaces, tabs, or commas are used to control the separation between cell entries in a file.

② Binary Files：A binary file is a file stored in binary format. Unlike text files, a binary file 

is computer-readable but not human-readable.

③ Database Files：Origin supports importing data from many popular databases using ADO 

or ODBC.

④ Third-Party Files：Origin can import data from a wide variety of third-party file formats, 

such as NetCDF, pClamp, NI TDM, and so on.

Types of Data Files



① Copy & Paste data.

② Importing data by drag-and-drop.

③ Importing data using “Import from File” menu.

Import Single/ Multiple ASCII (Applicable for importing of ASCII files with 

more complex file structure, especially for the header lines. Customized settings can be 

saved as a Dialog Theme file for future use.)

Import Wizard（ Applicable for importing of ASCII files with more complex file 

structure. Customized settings can be saved to a Filter file for re-use.）

Importing ASCII files



Importing ASCII files

Import Single 

ASCII

Import 

Wizard Import Multiple 

ASCII



Import Single/ Multiple ASCII 



Import Wizard

Data Type

Import Mode

Data Source

Header Lines



Import Wizard



① Connect to File

Text/CSV, Excel, MATLAB, etc.

② Connect to Web

It builds connection between Origin worksheet and 

data file from an online path. 

③ Connect to Database

Data Connectors



1. The Connector will lock imported data. This prevents accidentally changing the actual 

data.

2. The Connector will keep the connection to the source data, from the file or from the 

cloud.

3. Data imported using a Connector is typically not saved with project, making project 

files small. In 2020, files smaller than 500kB will be saved with the project but you will 

have control over default behaviors using LabTalk system variables.

4. For a text file, the CSV Connector can be used and it greatly improves the user 

experience, since for the majority of ASCII text files, you don't need to specify file 

structure and the process is entirely automatic. Compare this with the import dialogs 

where you need to specify details of the file structure and such things as date-time 

format, then save the settings as a Theme for future use.

Connect v.s. Import



Digitizer

Manually 

Pick Points

Rotate Image
Auto Trace 

Line by Points

Go to DataEdit Axis

Context sensitive hint text displays at the bottom. 



Digitizer

 Import most common image formats.

 Rotate image, as needed, and calibrate scales 

by picking start and end values.

 Pick points on curves manually or 

automatically.

 Modify the data points by reorder, delete 

them, or add label, as needed.

 Output the coordinate values of the selected 

data points into a worksheet or graph.



Basic Graphing – Graphing & Exporting

Scientific Graphing:



Graph Window

Layer Icons

Layer 3

Page

Graph

Hierarchical Structure

 Page：the white area of 

the graph window

 Layer：the page contains 

one or multiple layers

 Data Plot：each layer 

usually contains a set of 

axis, data plots, and the 

graph legend



Built-in Graph Template

 100+ 2D and 3D built-in graph 

templates

 Supports to save graph as user-

defined template for re-use

 Some Origin graph types have very 

specific data requirements



At a basic level, creating an Origin graph is a simple, two-step process:

1. Select your data. Origin uses the worksheet column Plot 

Designation to determine whether a column of values should be 

plotted against the X or Y axis or whether it should be used to create 

error bars, data labels, etc.

2. Select the plot type. A graph template is invoked that controls plot 

type and appearance (color, line and symbol styles, fill patterns, etc.). 

Your data are plotted using the template's saved settings.

Basic Graphing



Basic Graphing



Basic Graphing

Set Plot 
Designation 



Basic Graphing

Multi-Panel 
Plot

Line Plot



The Plot Setup dialog box is a flexible all-in-one plotting tool for 

creating graphs and manipulating the data plots in an existing 

graph:

 Creating graphs without regard to Column Plot Designations

 Creating graphs from a combination of data sources: multiple worksheets, 

workbooks, matrixbooks, loose datasets, etc.

 Creating graphs combining multiple plot types.

 Adding, removing, replacing data plots.

 Grouping or ungrouping data plots.

 Reordering data plots in a layer or moving data plots to another layer.

Plot Setup Dialog



Plot Setup Dialog

To create a graph with the Plot Setup dialog, make sure 

no data is selected in the active worksheet and choose the 

plot type that you want to create the graph.



Plot Setup Dialog

1. Choose 

Data Source

3. Make Plot Assignment

4. Add Plots 

to Layer

5. Click OK

or Apply to 

create graph

2. Choose 

Plot Type



Plotting Using Plot Setup Dialog



Method 1 - Preset Plot Designations

① Import your data and set  the worksheet's column Plot Designations

② Select columns

③ Choose your plot type (graph template)

Method 2 - Using Plot Setup Dialog

① Import your data to the workbooks (worksheets)

② Make sure nothing is selected in the workbooks, and then select a graph template to 

bring up Plot Setup dialog

③ Choose data source, re-set plot designation, and add plots to create a graph

Basic Graphing Methods



Graph Customization

Double-click on 

Plot to Open Plot 

Details Dialog Box

Single-click on Graph

Object to Produce a Mini 

Toolbar for quick edits

Double-click on Layer to 

Open Plot Details Dialog 

in the Layer Level

Double-click on 

Graph Axis to Open 

Axis Dialog Box



Mini Toolbars

… an empty spot 

on the graph page

… an empty spot 

inside the graph layer

… on a data 

plot

… on a graph 

axis or tick label

… on a text or 

drawn object

Click on …

… to edit common properties of these objects



Plot Details Dialog Box

Page

Layer

Plot



Plot Details Dialog Box

Layer



Axis Dialog Box

Reference Lines Breaks



Graph legends

Plot Symbol 

Component

Text 

Component

Plot Symbol Component: \L([LayerIndex.]PlotIndex[,PointIndex[,option]])

Text Component: %([LayerIndex.]PlotIndex[Axis[, @option]])

Note: Square brackets in the syntax model indicate an optional argument.

Legend text can also be 

created manually



Graph legends

Text Component: %([LayerIndex.]PlotIndex[Axis[, @option]])



Annotating The Graph

 Add Text Objects

 Add Drawing Objects

 Annotate a Data Point

 Mask Points

 Add Table

 Insert Equation/Image

 Grouping, Aligning and Arranging with the 

Object Edit Toolbar



Exporting Graphs



Copying & Pasting Graphs to Word

Copy Page
Paste to Word



Grouped Column Plot with Indexed Data

Scientific Graphing:



Grouped Column Plot



Grouped Column Plot



Grouped Column Plot



Grouped Column Plot



Grouped Column Plot



Batch Plotting

Scientific Graphing:



Duplicate (Batch Plotting)

1. Select data, create and customize a graph

2. Right-click on the graph title bar, select Duplicate (Batch Plotting)…

3. Use the drop-down list Batch Plot With to switch the different source data to duplicate the 

current graph



Batch Plotting (User-Defined Template)

1. Select data, create and customize a graph

2. Save the graph as a user-defined template (Right-click on the graph title bar, select Save 

Template As…)

3. Plot other data with same data structure into the saved custom template



Graph templates

What is Saved with the Graph Template?

Graph windows are created from graph template files. Origin ships with a large 

number of built-in graph templates (system templates). These templates are used to 

create all of Origin's 100+ graph types and they can be modified and saved, to preserve 

your custom settings.

A graph template do not store data. Rather, graph template files store important page 

and layer characteristics (page size, number of layers, scaling of text and drawing 

objects, etc.) and they also store data plot style information (plot type, plot colors, data 

labels, etc.). 



Graph Theme



Graph Theme

B&W Publication



Cloneable Template



Data Analysis



① Statistics：Descriptive statistics, Multivariate Analysis, Survival 

Analysis …

② Mathematics：Interpolate/Extrapolate, Differentiate, Integrate …

③ Fitting：Linear Fit, Non Linear Curve Fit …

④ Signal Processing：Smooth, FFT Filters …

⑤ Peaks and Baseline：Integrate Peaks, Find Peaks, Fit Peaks …

Data Analysis



Origin offers several Gadgets for analysis of data plotted in a graph. They

are specialized, interactive tools designed for generating quick results.

Gadgets are accessible from the Gadgets menu when a graph is active.

 Drag to modify the ROI directly on the graph

 Display the results instantly on top of the ROI

 Output the results for all curves within the graph

 Save the settings to a theme for later use

Gadgets



The Integrate Gadget

Region of 

Interest (ROI), 

moveable and 

resizeable

Click for contextual 

menu

Click to adjust Gadget 

format and output



The Integrate Gadget



Linear Fit with Outliers

Recalculate Mode



Linear Fit with Outliers

Result Data

Report Sheet



Linear Fit with Outliers

Masked Point



Peak Analyzer

Peak Analyzer

 Peak finding; Detect and subtract baseline; Fit Peaks (Fit 

individual peaks with different functions).



Fit Peaks 



Fit Peaks



Fit Peaks



Fit Peaks



Fit Peaks



Fit Peaks



Fit Peaks



Learning Resources



Context URL/Menu

Learning Center
 Graph Samples & Analysis Samples

 Learning Resources (tutorials, videos, blog, etc.)
Menu: Help-Learning Center or F11

Help Center
 List of all kinds of learning resources

 Installation, Licensing, etc.
originlab.com/HelpCenter

Documentation  User Guide, Tutorials, Quick Help, etc. originlab.com/doc

Video Tutorials
 Introduction of Origin’s different features，

currently 200+ short videos
originlab.com/Videos

Online Webinars  Watch and learn from recorded webinars originlab.com/Webinars

Graph Gallery
 View typical graph examples by category

 Download OPJ file for further learning
originlab.com/GraphGallery

User Case Studies
 Provide with ideas and insights on how to use 

Origin efficiently 
originlab.com/CaseStudies

User Forum
 Provide a space for users to share and discuss ideas 

and questions related to Origin
originlab.com/Forum

Learning Resources
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